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A professional striving for diversity to gain experience and growth in every facet of
administration through the management and interpersonal skills.

FEBRUARY 2015 – JUNE 2020
DIGITAL EDITOR - BRASS MAGAZINE

 Curated content for Wednesday Journals six publications; increased reach via 
email newsletter, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and YouTube.

 Scheduled blogging staff, edited blog posts.
 Launched publications first video feature series; shot and edited videos about 

community members and events.
 Collaborated with the sales team to organize social media contests with local 

businesses.
 Edited any problem such as color, film dirt, shadowing, blurriness, background 

damage, etc, on any photo before being shipped to any school and or household
around the world.

 Had to basically ensure the quality of photos produced through this worldwide 
company that has upheld a certain level of quality over 70 years.

 Led a team of five part-time social media reporters to aggregate daily stories, 
schedule, and post content to social media accounts.

2012 – 2015
DIGITAL EDITOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Led a team of five part-time social media reporters to aggregate daily stories, 
schedule and post content to social media accounts.

 Grow traffic by engagement, contests and creating viral or trending stories.
 Write and edit news stories and features for the newly relaunched site.
 Promote web, social, and multimedia initiatives, including long- and short-form 

articles, news, video, slideshows, and various social channels.
 Analyze user data to improve site features and grow an audience.
 Helped optimize site features and have grown average monthly sessions by 

203%.
 Managed the digital presence for the newly created PublicWire.com by creating 

new opinion pieces, blog posts, and videos for use on Facebook, Twitter.

EDUCATION

Master's in Journalism - (University of Oregon)
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SKILLS

Digital Editing, Production Assistant.
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